Abstract-This paper poses and solves a new problem of consensus control where the task is to make the fixed-topology multi-agent network, with each agent described by an uncertain nonlinear system in chained form, to reach consensus in a fast finite time. Our development starts with a set of new sliding mode surfaces. It is proven that, on these sliding mode surfaces, consensus can be achieved if the communication graph has the proposed directed spanning tree. Next, we introduce the multisurface sliding mode control to drive the sliding variables to the sliding mode surfaces in a fast finite time. The control Lyapunov function for fast finite time stability, motivated by the fast terminal sliding mode control, is used to prove the reachability of the sliding mode surface. A recursive design procedure is provided, which guarantees the boundedness of the control input.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, there has been significant research effort devoted to the problem of cooperative control design for multiagent networks, due to its wide applications in various areas such as consensus, rendezvous, formation, and flocking. Various control strategies have been proposed, such as virtual leader based, graph theory based, and decentralized control based [1] [2] [3] [4] .
Variable structure systems are well known for their robustness to system uncertainties and external disturbances [5, 6] . An interesting aspect of variable structure systems is the sliding mode control, where a switching surface is defined first, and a sliding mode controller is then designed to drive the system state variables to the sliding mode surface so that the desired convergence property can be obtained, which is not affected by any modeling uncertainties and/or disturbances [7, 8] .
In this paper, we consider a multi-surface sliding mode control (MSSC) of multi-agent networks formed by a family of high-order uncertain nonlinear systems in chained form: 1 2 x x = , 2 3 x x = ,
where [ ] 1 , ,
is the system state, u ∈ ℜ is the control input, ( , ) d t ∈ℜ x , is the uncertain function with
d t is not always equal to 0 , and ( , ) x ∈ℜ f t , ( , ) 0 0 = f t a known bounded nonlinear function. To solve the cooperative leader-follower control problem for multi-agent networks, we first propose n sliding variables, where it is shown that consensus can be achieved on the sliding mode surfaces, which is not affected by the system uncertainties and input disturbances. Then, we propose two distributed switching control schemes to drive the sliding variables to the sliding mode surfaces either as time goes to infinity or in a finite time. It is shown that the proposed cooperative control strategy is suitable for multi-agent networks with both directed and undirected network topologies. This paper addresses the asymptotic and finite-time leaderfollower consensus control problem of multi-agent network, where each individual agent in the network is described by a high-order uncertain nonlinear system in chained form. The main contributions of this paper are listed as follows: i.
A cooperative control scheme for multiple uncertain nonlinear systems in chained form is first proposed;
ii. New multiple sliding variables are proposed such that, on these multiple sliding surfaces, consensus can be guaranteed, as long as the directed or undirected fixed communication graph has a directed spanning tree;
iii. Two types of multiple-surface sliding control laws are systematically developed to guarantee both asymptotic and finite time consensus of multi-agent network, it is shown that the proposed control laws are robust to system uncertainties and input disturbances. 
II. BACKGROUND AND PRELIMINARIES

A. Concept in Graph Theory
The connection weight between agent i and the leader, agent 0 , is denoted by 
Also, let Proof: See [3] .
In this paper, we consider a network with 1 m + active agents, in the sense that their states keep updating based on the information exchange. The topology of the information exchange among agents is described by a graph { } , ,
= . Each agent in the network is a high order uncertain nonlinear system in the form of (1) given by
is the system state of agent h , and the uncertain function,
B. Lyapunov Theory for Fast Finite-time Stability
For a nonlinear system
finite-time stability requires that every solution trajectory of (7) reaches the origin in a finite-time [9] . Motivated by the concept of fast terminal sliding mode control in [7] , we have the following theorem presenting sufficient condition for fast finite-time stability.
Theorem 2 [7] : Consider the non-Lipschits continuous nonlinear system (7) . Suppose there is a Lyapunov function ( ) V x , and real numbers 0
β > , and 0
Then, the origin of system (7) is globally fast finite-time stable, and the settling time, depending on the initial state
III. MAIN RESULT
A. Asymptotic Multi-surface Sliding Control
Consider a group of uncertain nonlinear systems in (6) and suppose n MSSC variables are defined as: 
which implies (10), and the virtual controller, ( 1) 
where 2,
Then,
Proof: See [10] . 
Proof: Let us first prove part (i). Defining a Lyapunov function
and differentiating h n V with respect to time, we have
By the terminal sliding mode concept [5, 11] 
Theorem 5: Consider multi-agent network formed by highorder uncertain nonlinear systems in (6) with multiple sliding variables defined in (10) , if the MSSC law is designed as in (20) 
then it is clear that
From Theorem 1, when the directed graph, has a directed spanning tree, + is nonsingular. Therefore, it follows that 0 1 1 1 
B. Fast Finite-time Multi-surface Sliding Control
For further analysis, we introduce the following lemmas that will be used in the sequel. 
Lemma 1 [13]: For any real numbers
Using Theorem 2, together with Lemmas 1 and 2, and the adding a power integrator approach in [14] [15] [16] , we are able to design a fast finite-time multi-surface sliding cooperative control law, which is able to guarantee the leader-follower multi-agent network, with fixed topology, to reach consensus in a fast finite time in n steps. For convenience, let us define
Step 
Define n sliding variables ( ) ( ) 1 1
We consider the first MSSC variable ( )
Differentiating (37) with respect to time, 
By Theorem 2, 1 h s converges to zero in finite time (36).
Step k ( 
Sufficient conditions of the existence of virtual control laws to guarantee (40) to reach the MSSC surface 0 h k s = in fast finite time are detailed in Lemma 4. Following the design steps in
Step 1 and using Lemma 1 , we are able to prove this lemma. 
Lemma 4: Consider the
with ˆ ( 0) h k V representing the initial value of the Lyapunov function candidate
Proof: We prove this lemma by induction. Suppose at step 1 k − , the th k virtual controller is designed as:
(
such that
with ( ) ( )
We claim that (46) also holds at step k . To prove this claim, consider
For convenience, let us define
It is easy to see that, the function, h k w has several useful properties collected in the following proposition.
Proposition 1:
Proof: See [17] .
Using Proposition 1, a simple computation gives ( ) ( )
Here, we estimate each term on the right side of (52). By Lemma 2, we have To continue the proof, we introduce the following proposition.
Proposition 2:
There is a positive function,
(1 )
Substituting (53) and (54) into (52), yields
( 1)k
Obviously, the ( )
1 2
with ˆ0
If 1 0 h k s + = , using Lemma 1, we have the following inequality
The above inequality is of the same form as (8) . Hence, we conclude that the MSSC variable will reach the MSSC surface Step n : This is the final step and using the inductive argument above, we can prove the following theorem. 
